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Proposal for a Waste Directive 
(COM (2005) 667 final) 

President, 

In view of your further proceedings with the proposal for a waste directive, Orgalime would 
like to seek your support for its key positions on this draft directive in the light of the voting 
results of the European Parliament's environment committee. 

Against the background of our industry being subject to sector specific waste legislation' 
besides being impacted by further waste stream specific as well as environment legislation2: 
Orgalime kindly requests you to take into account the following positions: 

Consistency of waste legislation with other legislation, and existing environmental 
and product legislation in particular 

Waste legislation for our sector comes into an area that is heavily regulated. Orgalime 
therefore believes that the proposal for a waste directive should fully tie in with principles and 
approaches chosen for other legislation applying to our industry, and the established 
framework for integrating environmental aspects into the design of energy using products 
(€UP) in particular. It should equally ensure a proper reflection of the experiences gained from 
implementing specific waste legislation, such as WEEE, RoHS, batteries or end of life 
vehicles. This, in our view, is to date not yet the case. 

A sole legal base of art. 95 of the EC Treaty where waste policy constitutes product 
policy 

One key experience with the transposition and implementation of WEEE is that waste 
legislation can significantly impact the functioning of the internal market (e.g.: where member 
states opt for national divergences on WEEE marking requirements or information 
requirements in the context of producer registration to national WEEE registers). Since WEEE 
establishes obligations on producers of electric and electronic appliances before placing a 

' Directive 2002196lEC on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) 
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